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Greetings from Honduras, AHMEN´s territory of passion for service, commitment with the people and work for 

transformation!  

After the powerful visit of Rio Team, many opportunities to follow up where hanging up to catch them these weeks. Let us 

tell you about:  

 

JUTIAPA  

 

Youth Program 

An emphasis for a new period of intervention after the graduation of around 50 Community Agents, have been the youths. 

We organized an encounter for Rio Team with the members of the Youths Network of Jutiapa funded by the Municipality 

budget to promote youth´s rights. Several subjects, ideas and cooperation opportunities came on the table and we followed 

up their conversation, meeting with Ever Herrera the general Coordinator of the group. We counted also with the attendance 

of Eliani Barralaga and Estefani Martinez as coordinators of working commissions. 

Here are the three ideas/projects we were discussing.  

1. Juvenile House: It is conceived as a center that counts with internet service which is a main need for the students of 

the area. At the same time the Center would offer reflections chats about national reality, library a space for relaxing. 

The proposal may count with budget from the Municipality and the contribution of a counterpart like AHMEN and 

other Institutions. 

2. The Juvenile Movement that might get together 30 to 50 youths from several communities around Jutiapa to come 

to a similar training like the one that AHMEN is developing for Community Agents but with a designed with 

emphasis on young people needs. Our intention once the AHMEN´s Executive Direction gives us an OK to start 

training workshops as soon as September.  

3. Working Network including Organizations like World Vision Honduras to develop productive projects. Actually 

they are receiving support from the Project “Brilliant Future” whose main goal is employability for youths. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PICTURE: From left to right: Ever, Eliani, Estefani. 

 

 

 



 

 

Community Agents Follow Up 

Once we started the training of Community Agents for Total Health with a group of 45, our commitment was to visit them 

in their communities to reinforce the knowledge and stimulate the skills for development they are learning. 

We visit them in their communities and directly in their houses to know them better and familiarize with their daily lives. 

Eduardo Escobar, is one of the new Agents attending the training. Eduardo met Michael Franklin during the last Rio Team 

visit to Jutiapa on the way to La Mosquitia and expressed the commitment to attend the Community Agents AHMEN´s 

workshops and at the same time told Michael his testimony about dealing with a progressive loss of his eyes. We will 

provide more information in order to find together a way to help him to get a braille system and not to stop his development. 



 

Our interview to Eduardo is on the way of edition for all of us to have access to his thoughts.   

Another person involved in the training is Geny. She lives in the community of Papaloteca and joins our current workshop 

in Jutiapa. Geny´s daughter Genesis is also attending the CAs workshop but since we informed her during the visit that we´ll 

be starting another training group specifically for young agents she is excited about moving to that group. 



  

 

Geny and her husband live in a humble house and he works also as development technician for the Municipality. The love 

we felt in the air of their home is something that teaches us great lessons about being together in any circumstance and 

continue developing their lives to the others service. Geny is now committed to the training program and is considering to 

become part of the health promoters brigades that work with the Municipality health program. 



    

 

Our last visit next day was to Rosita. She lives in la Bomba community and she is a former Co munity Agent who continues 

active serving to the families opening her house to the people in need and attending or referring cases to the Health Center. 

Her husband also supports her commitment serving the community. Despite the fact that recently she survived a heart attack 

and she is in recovering, continues proclaiming total health and salvation to the people, being a testimony to others of 

character and faith. Please pray for Rosita and family.   



 

 

 

 



THE NEW INTIBUCA INITIATIVE 

We have been exploring and planning with AHMEN directors the incursion to new zones to offer the training program. 

Recently we had conversations with World Vision Honduras staff and proposing some join initiative in the indigenous 

Department of Intibucá. In conversation with the coordinator of a program in that area they have expressed interest in a 

dialogue with AHMEN and the possibility to bring a team similar to Rio Team in La Mosquitia as also a training intervention 

with the Community Agents Formation program.  

We made contact with the Mayor of Intibucá  endorsed by the World Vision Program operating in the area and presented a 

MOU to train indigenous people from Catholic and Evangelical churches who are already attending different training 

programs and met with some of them to express also the AHMEN´s Program to serve them increasing their formation. In 

the picture we are facilitating a leadership chat in Yamaranguila with 40 indigenous leaders held by World Vision Honduras. 

 

  

 

We expect to be ready to start a CAs formation program by October this current year after we define the terms with the 

Municipality and the strong presence of World Vision with an active training leadership program with religious indigenous 

groups. 

Finally we want to show you the generous production of the Honduran land, the LICHA. A delicious and singular fruit the 

represents the sweetness of this country and the people. How come we could not continue serving the Lord in this country? 

Let´s continue doing together our best effort to contribute to the new nation!!!! 



 


